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The Almagest of Ptolemy (ca. A.D. 150)

Basic work of Greek astronomy; much wiped out most of the older
astronomical literature. Title: megalè syntaxis = great
composition. Hence: al+megistè = the greatest.

13 “books” (big chapters): 1. Introduction and math; 2. Math of
the sphere (earth and celestial sphere); 3. Solar theory, 4. Lunar
theory of conjunctions and oppositions; 5. General lunar theory; 6.
Parallax and eclipses; 7 and 8. The fixed stars; precession; star
catalogue; 9. Planets in general, Mercury 10. Venus and Mars, 11.
Jupiter and Saturn; 12. Stationary points and retrograde motion;
13. Latitude of planets.
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Structure of the Almagest

The book is structured as a mathematical work.
The theoretical structure is: sun → moon → fixed stars → planets.
The basic reference circle is the ecliptic (path of the sun) with the
vernal point as basic point of reference.
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Theory of the sun

Philosophical Assumption: sun moves in a circle around the earth
with uniform velocity around center E .
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Input: Observations of the solar noon altitude; hence: lengths of
the three seasons. Output: a theory of the solar motion.
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The lunar theory (simple case: for conjunction and
opposition with the sun)

.
Philosophical Assumption: the moon moves uniformly on an
epicycle around a point, which moves uniformly in a circle around
the center of the earth. (The lunar daily motion varies.)
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The lunar theory (simple case: for conjunction and
opposition with the sun)

Problem: The moon is so close that we cannot ignore its parallax:
the difference between the position as seen from the center of the
earth, and the position seen by the observer. So we almost never
know where the moon is with respect to the center of the earth
(except when it is right above our head).

theory
observed

Moon

Earth

Solution: look at lunar eclipses (close in time). Observe the
midpoint carefully. In the middle of a lunar eclipse, the position
can be computed as sun + 180o .
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Three lunar eclipses

Input: the period of the velocity of the moon (varies between 11
and 15 degrees per day); the moments and positions of three lunar
eclipses
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C is the center of the epicycle, X the position
of the first eclipse. For the second and third
eclipse, turn the epicycle back around E so its
center coincides with C , and let Y and Z be
the positions of the eclipses. The time intervals
give ∠XCY ,YCZ . The position differences (of
the sun at mid-eclipse) give ∠XEY ,YEZ .
Hard mathematics then produces
|EC | : |CX |,∠CEX .
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More general lunar Theory

This theory works well for conjunction and opposition, but Ptolemy
finds discrepancies with observed values of the moon at
quadrature. Then the epicycle should be bigger.
Solution: a crank mechanism which draws the moon closer at
quadratures.

The resulting theory works well at quadratures, but not at the
octants.
Solution: compute the angles from a different (prosneusis) point.
The resulting (difficult) theory works well at opposition and
conjunction, quadratures and octants - for lunar positions. Not for
distances to the earth. At first and last quadrature, the distance is
only half of the distance at opposition.
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Parallax

One can again compare the theoretical position of the moon with
the actual observed position.
The difference is the lunar parallax q.

theory
observed

Moon

Earth

(sin q = r/d · cos a, a the altitude above the horizon, r the earth
radius, d the lunar distance).
Hence d ≈ 60r (mean distance).
Lunar radius ≈ 0.27 earth radius.
N.B. Ptolemy uses one false parallax observation and his false
model (for the quadratures) to arrive at true lunar distance at
conjunctions and oppositions.
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Solar Distance

Input: radius of shadow cone of the Earth is 13/5 times the moon
radius.
Apparent radius of sun and moon is 1
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Output: solar distance is ≈ 1200 times earth radius (≈ 7.5 million
km).
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The universe of Ptolemy
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“Proof” of the Ptolemaic System: Part 1

Basic idea: ratio between maximum and minimum distance of
planet can be deduced from observations.
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r = R sin α

max/min = (R + r)/(R − r) = (1 + sinα)/(1− sin α).
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“Proof” of the Ptolemaic System: Part 2

Maximum distance of the moon us 64 earth radii (R).

Philosophical assumption: this is minimum distance of the ‘next’
planet (Mercury), because there is no useless space. For Mercury,
min:max = 34:88. So max. Mercury is 166R.

Assumption: this is minimum distance of Venus. For Venus,
min:max = 16:104. So max. distance Venus is 1079R.

But: the solar distance is approximately 1200 R; minimum 1160R.
So everything fits nicely together!
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Ptolemy’s equant model for a superior planet

M EqE

sun

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn acc. to Ptolemy

E=earth; center C of epicycle moves
on circle with center M, motion is

Line C−P (Planet) is parallel to line
Earth − mean sun.

uniform with respect to Eq.

C

P
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The value of Ptolemaic astronomy

Ptolemaic astronomy is physically wrong!

BUT:

it is not inconsistent with (naked eye) observations

(except extremely accurate observations by Tycho Brahe).
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The value of Ptolemaic astronomy

For the mathematical prediction of the positions of sun and
planets, there is no real difference between:

1. The Ptolemaic model of the universe, as updated and
modified by some Islamic astronomers.

2. The heliocentric model of Copernicus (1543).
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The value of Ptolemaic astronomy: the sun
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Geocentric motion of the sun is mathematically equivalent to
heliocentric motion of the earth
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The value of Ptolemaic astronomy: inferior planets
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Mercury, Venus
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Heliocentric
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(epicycle with center
on line ES)

Ptolemy and medieval

The Ptolemaic model of Mercury and Venus is (more or less)
mathematically equivalent to a heliocentric model
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The value of Ptolemaic astronomy: superior planets

P
C C

P

Mars, Jupiter, Saturnus

Modern

E E

S=Sun, P=Planet, E=Earth,

S

C=Center epicycle

Ptolemy, medieval

The Ptolemaic model of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn is (more or less)
mathematically equivalent to a heliocentric model
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Conclusion

Thus one can understand why the Almagest of Ptolemy became
the basic work of astronomy for almost 1400 years (ca. 150 AD -
1543)
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Exam question

Explain the universe of Ptolemy in a drawing, and explain the
reasons why the Ptolemaic models are consistent with naked-eye
observations of the sun and the inferior and superior planets.

Literature: Pannekoek, chapter on Greek astronomy, sections on
Hipparchus and Ptolemy, Sections 13, 14 (ligthly).
Pannekoek English version: p. 133-144; 145-162 (lightly)
Nederlands: p. 110-118; 118-132 (globaal)

Further reading (not necessary for the exam):
G.J. Toomer, The Almagest, London: Duckworth, 1984 (English
translation)
O. Pedersen, A Survey of the Almagest, Odense 1974 (good
introduction)


